
What happens when the 
Fed buys bonds?



When the Fed buys bonds

 The Money Supply increases 



When the money supply increases, 
the supply of loanable funds 

increases

 Thus, the interest rate will 
 decrease



Would people who want to buy 
cars, houses or other durable 

goods be more or less encouraged 
to borrow money? Why?

 Individuals are more encouraged due 
to low interest rates.



Would businesses that want to 
built new factories or offices, or 

purchase new equipment be more 
or less willing to borrow money? 

Why?

 Businesses are more willing to 
borrow due to low interest rates.



If people and businesses borrow 
more money at a lower interest 

rate, what will happen to the level 
of spending in the economy?

 The level of spending in the economy 
will increase.

 Consumption will increase
 Investment Spending will increase



If people and businesses spend 
more money, what will producers 

want to do?

 Producers will feel encouraged to 
produces more, since they 
experience a greater demand for 
their products.



If businesses begin to produce 
more goods and services, what is 

happening in the economy?

 The economy is growing.
 PPF shifts outwards
 LRAS-curve shifts right
 Standard of living will increase



Short Hand Summary of the 
previous information

 Fed buys bonds  money supply 
increases  i (nominanl intrerest
rate) decreases  businesses and 
consumers are more likely to take 
out loans  consumers and 
businesses borrow money and use it 
for consumption and investment 
spending  C and I  AD 
RGDP and PL



If the money supply increases 
faster than the rate at which the 

economy is growing (output), what 
is the result?

 Inflation



How could the Fed counteract 
inflation?

 Selling bonds / Treasury Securities
 Increasing the Discount Rate
 Increasing the Reserve Requirement



Under what economic 
circumstances would the Fed want 

to conduct an expansionary 
monetary policy?

 Economy is in recession
 GDP has decreased for at least two 

consecutive quarters
 Unemployment has increased
 Inflation is very low



Under what economic 
circumstances would the Fed 

want to conduct an 
contractionary monetary policy?

 Economy is overheated
 GDP has increased, but MS grew even 

faster
 Unemployment has decreased, FE-Level
 Inflation is rather high


